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Abstract

As a kind of classifier, neural machine trans-001
lation (NMT) is known to perform better with002
balanced tokens during training. Studying the003
token distribution in NMT corpus is of guiding004
significance to improve its quality and the trans-005
lation effect. Due to the existing researches006
on token imbalance degree have deficiencies007
in algorithm performance and word segmenta-008
tion scope, we propose the Dispersion of Token009
Distribution (DTD) algorithm, and use it to010
evaluate corpus from three segmentation levels:011
character, subword and word. Our experiments012
show that this algorithm has an improvement in013
accuracy, effectiveness and robustness. Mean-014
while, we find that the token imbalance degree015
of NMT corpus varies greatly at different seg-016
mentation levels, among which character has017
the highest, word has the lowest and subword is018
in between. In addition, we also find the regu-019
larities of token imbalance degree in languages020
German (DE), English (EN), French (FR) and021
Russian (RU).022

1 Introduction023

As an important topic of the Natural Language Pro-024

cessing (NLP), NMT is developing rapidly. Since025

Cho et al. (2014) constructed the NMT model by026

using RNN Encoder-Decoder network, many re-027

searchers have proposed methods to improve its028

performance. For example, Sutskever et al. (2014)029

used the Sequence to Sequence method to improve030

the translation effect of long sentences. Bah-031

danau et al. (2014) increased the BLEU (Papineni032

et al., 2002) score by conducting joint learning033

to align and translate. Sennrich et al. (2016) ef-034

fectively improved the translation effect of low-035

frequency words by using subword units. With036

the development of NMT model, the segmenta-037

tion method of NMT corpus has changed a lot.038

Different from the traditional phrase-based statisti-039

cal machine translation model (Koehn et al., 2003;040

Chiang, 2007), NMT model generally adopts word-041

level segmentation method which caters more to 042

the characteristics of neural networks. However, 043

it usually produces many low-frequency words 044

and generates a large vocabulary size, which af- 045

fects its translation performance. In order to al- 046

leviate this problem, some models using smaller 047

token granularity have been proposed, such as the 048

widely used Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) model (Sen- 049

nrich et al., 2016), the hybrid word-character-based 050

model (Luong and Manning, 2016) and the word- 051

piece-based model (Wu et al., 2016). Character- 052

level model (Lee et al., 2017; Cherry et al., 2018) 053

can divide corpus into the smallest granularity, and 054

greatly reduce the vocabulary size, which makes it 055

have advantages in multilingual machine transla- 056

tion. 057

With different segmentation levels, the token dis- 058

tribution of NMT corpus varies greatly, but due 059

to the Zipfian (Zipf, 1949) nature of language, the 060

token imbalance phenomenon is inevitably exist- 061

ing. It will lead to the over-fitting of high fre- 062

quency tokens and under-training of low frequency 063

tokens, which affects the translation effect. Many 064

researchers (Jiang et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2020) 065

have tried to eliminate the adverse effects caused 066

by this phenomenon. However, few have studied 067

its extent in NMT corpus. Gowda and May (2020) 068

adopted algorithms D and F95% to evaluate the to- 069

ken imbalance degree in their study. However, their 070

research has the following defects: (1) The score of 071

algorithm D is between 0-1, and the results of dif- 072

ferent word segmentation levels and corpora vary 073

slightly, which is not conducive to compare the to- 074

ken imbalance situation. In addition, we find it is 075

not accurate and robust to measure the token imbal- 076

ance degree. (2) Algorithm F95% only counts the 077

number of a special token in NMT corpus, which 078

can not effectively evaluate the token imbalance 079

degree. (3) They did not investigate the effect of 080

different segmentation levels on the token imbal- 081

ance degree of corpus. Aimed at these shortages, 082
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we do a lot of work, and the contributions of this083

paper are as follows:084

(1) We propose the DTD algorithm to better cal-085

culate the token imbalance degree of NMT corpus.086

Compared with previous studies, this algorithm has087

an improvement in accuracy, validity and robust-088

ness.089

(2) We extend the segmentation level from sub-090

word to the three most widely used levels in NMT:091

character, subword and word, and their token im-092

balance degree has the following rules: character >093

subword > word.094

(3) By comparing the DTD values of different095

languages, we find the regularities of token imbal-096

ance degree in languages DE, EN, FR and RU.097

2 Related Work098

2.1 Related Background099

The core part of NMT model is the Encoder-100

Decoder network whose structure is shown in Fig-101

ure 1. Before training, source and target sentences
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H1 Ht

... ...
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HT
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Figure 1: The structure of Encoder-Decoder network.

102
are divided into characters, subwords or words,103

then the generated tokens are converted into vectors104

by using word embedding technology (Mikolov105

et al., 2013). The sequence of source vectors is de-106

noted as X = (X1, ..., XT ), the sequence of target107

vectors is denoted as Y ′ = (Y ′
1 , ..., Y

′
M ), and the108

translation result is denoted as Y = (Y1, ..., YM ).109

During training, the source vector Xi(i ∈ [1, T ])110

will be sent to the Encoder network one by one, and111

its output at time t is called the source hidden state112

Ht. The output of the Decoder network at time t is113

called the target hidden state St which can generate114

the translation vector Yt through multi-layer neu-115

ral network. The input of the Decoder network at116

time t is the source hidden state Ht and the target117

hidden state St−1. Judging by the output of the118

Decoder network, NMT is a multi-classifier, which 119

is the reason why imbalanced tokens have negative 120

effects on its performance. The optimization pro- 121

cess of NMT model is completed by minimizing 122

the loss of cross entropy, and the loss function is 123

shown in Equation 1: 124

L = − 1

M

M∑
j=1

logP (Y |Y ′
j < M,X) (1) 125

As a parallel corpus, the two languages con- 126

tained in NMT corpus are mutually source and 127

target. As we can be seen from the above loss 128

function, NMT model is optimized based on target 129

tokens, so it is more reasonable to choose target 130

corpus as the evaluation object of token imbalance 131

degree in practical. 132

2.2 Related Algorithm 133

Token imbalance is a kind of class imbalance. 134

Johnson and Khoshgoftaar (2019) systematically 135

studied the class imbalance problem in deep learn- 136

ing, and introduced the algorithm ρ to represent the 137

class imbalance level in their article. It is computed 138

as: 139

ρ =
maxi{|Ci|}
mini{|Ci|}

(2) 140

In the above equation, Ci is a set of examples in 141

class i, and maxi{|Ci|} and mini{|Ci|} return the 142

maximum and minimum class size over all i classes, 143

respectively. When the class size is balanced, the ρ 144

value is 1. The larger the ρ value is, the higher the 145

class imbalance degree is. 146

Gowda and May (2020) used two algorithms to 147

calculate the token imbalance degree of NMT cor- 148

pus in their study. The first algorithm is called D, 149

which is a simplified form of EMD distance (Rub- 150

ner et al., 2000). It is used to count the sum of the 151

frequency offsets of all the tokens and computed 152

as: 153

D =
1

2

k∑
i=1

|pi −
1

K
|; 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 (3) 154

In Equation 3, K represents the number of token 155

classes, and pi represents the frequency of each 156

token. When the frequencies of all the tokens in 157

NMT corpus are equal, the D value is 0, which 158

means the tokens are balanced. The larger the D 159

value is, the higher the token imbalance degree is. 160

The second algorithm is called F95%, and its prin- 161

ciple is: First, all the tokens are sorted in order 162
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of number from high to low, then the number of163

the token ranked 95%-th (The author thinks that164

there are many impurities in the last 5% tokens,165

so they are not taken into account) is denoted as166

F95%. The larger the F95% value is, the smaller the167

proportion of low frequency tokens in corpus is.168

We think algorithm F95% has several defects: (1) It169

only calculates the number of the 95%-th token in170

NMT corpus, but does not consider the number dif-171

ference between all the tokens. Therefore, it does172

not comprehensively reflect the token imbalance173

situation. (2) The algorithm has a parameter to set,174

the selection of 95% has no theoretical basis, and it175

is impossible to find a value that is suitable for all176

corpora. (3) Although the last 5% tokens contain177

some impurities, but also have some tokens that178

have important semantic information. And they179

are important indicator of the quality and token180

imbalance degree of NMT corpus and should not181

be excluded.182

In order to evaluate the token imbalance degree183

of NMT corpus more comprehensively and accu-184

rately, we propose the DTD algorithm whose prin-185

ciple is as follows: Suppose there are n different186

tokens in a corpus, denoted as Xi(i ∈ [1, n]) and187

the number of each token Xi is expressed as Ci.188

For NMT model, ideally the training data is bal-189

anced, that is, C1 = C2 = . . . = Cn. Therefore,190

we calculate the standard deviation of Ci as the191

evaluation criterion of token imbalance degree. Its192

complete calculation process is as follows:193

1. Calculate the average value of Ci as C̄.194

C̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Ci (4)195

2. Calculate the standard deviation of Ci as the196

DTD value.197

DTD =

√∑n
i=1(Ci − C̄)2

n
(5)198

The number of tokens is counted from the entire199

corpus rather than a sample, so the denominator200

under the square root of the Equation 5 is n rather201

than n-1. When all the tokens in NMT corpus have202

the same number, the DTD value is 0. The larger203

the DTD value is, the higher the token imbalance204

degree is.205

3 Experiments and Results 206

3.1 Data and Settings 207

We choose the News-Commentary-v10 and Com- 208

mon Crawl corpus of WMT151 as our subjects. 209

For each corpus, we select four languages: DE, 210

EN(from DE-EN parallel corpus), FR and RU, and 211

segment them from three levels: character, sub- 212

word and word. Character-level segmentation di- 213

rectly divides corpus into the minimum granularity. 214

Word-level uses space as the symbol to segment 215

corpus. Subword-level segmentation uses the BPE 216

algorithm to process corpus. BPE has a single hy- 217

perparameter named merge operations that governs 218

the vocabulary size. If the merge operations is set 219

too large, the segmentation effect is not obvious, 220

while if the merge operations is set too small, part 221

of the tokens will be discarded, which will affect 222

the token imbalance evaluation. Therefore, we set 223

the merge operations to be between the vocabulary 224

size of character and word. The merge operations 225

of News-Commentary-v10 and Common Crawl 226

corpus are set to 30K and 200K, respectively. 227

3.2 Steps and Results 228

Before segmentation, we use the normalize- 229

punctuation, remove-non-printing-char and tok- 230

enizer scripts of Moses2 to preprocess the corpus. 231

After that, we segment the corpus at character, sub- 232

word and word levels, respectively, sort each gen- 233

erated token Xi according to its number Ci from 234

low to high, and give it a serial number as Xi_id. 235

Then, we plot the tokens of each corpus at three 236

segmentation levels in the plane coordinate system 237

with Xi_id as X-axis and Ci as Y-axis, as shown in 238

appendix A. Here, we just show the token distribu- 239

tion of News-Commentary-v10 at character-level 240

in Figure 2. In order to conveniently observe the 241

differences of key information in the token distri- 242

bution, we denote the vocabulary size as N, the 243

maximum token number as Max[Ci], the number 244

of tokens with size one as N’, the ratio of N’ to N 245

as K, and summarize these data in Table 1. Finally, 246

we calculate the ρ, D, F95% and DTD values of 247

each corpus at three segmentation levels, and show 248

them in Table 2, 3, 4and 5, respectively. 249

1Available at http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/translation-
task.html

2Available at https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
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Corpus Language Segmentation level N Max[Ci] N’ K

News-
Commentary-

v10

DE
Character-level 268 5514163 38 14.18%
Subword-level 29974 326955 292 0.97%

Word-level 165231 327012 84401 51.08%

EN
Character-level 297 5455143 36 12.12%
Subword-level 29456 285476 688 2.34%

Word-level 84573 285497 35219 41.64%

FR
Character-level 206 6098699 20 9.71%
Subword-level 29362 292188 624 2.13%

Word-level 81960 291734 31863 38.88%

RU
Character-level 240 4395297 18 7.50%
Subword-level 30118 361576 239 0.79%

Word-level 172275 361597 78863 45.78%

Common Crawl
corpus

DE
Character-level 2850 54603260 982 34.42%
Subword-level 202768 2853693 2470 1.22%

Word-level 1786351 2853693 1077160 60.30%

EN
Character-level 3140 58789669 1096 34.90%
Subword-level 200291 2957144 4511 2.25%

Word-level 953787 2956646 540866 56.71%

FR
Character-level 2451 90154836 834 34.03%
Subword-level 200306 4447357 3313 1.65%

Word-level 1042401 4444928 562135 53.93%

RU
Character-level 1915 20610711 562 29.30%
Subword-level 199748 1367921 2773 1.39%

Word-level 818213 1367921 436963 53.40%

Table 1: The N, Max[Ci], N’ and K of each corpus at three segmentation levels. N represents the vocabulary size,
Max[Ci] represents the maximum number of tokens, N’ represents the number of tokens with size one, and K
represents the ratio of N’ to N.

Corpus Language Character-level Subword-level Word-level

News-Commentary-v10

DE 5514163 326955 327012
EN 5455143 285476 285497
FR 6098699 292188 291734
RU 4395297 361576 361597

Common Crawl corpus

DE 54603260 2853693 2853693
EN 58789669 2957144 2956646
FR 90154836 4447357 4444928
RU 20610711 1367921 1367921

Table 2: The ρ values of each corpus at three segmentation levels.

Corpus Language Character-level Subword-level Word-level

News-Commentary-v10

DE 0.837 0.661 0.835
EN 0.864 0.724 0.837
FR 0.835 0.740 0.841
RU 0.824 0.601 0.790

Common Crawl corpus

DE 0.971 0.748 0.877
EN 0.975 0.824 0.907
FR 0.967 0.822 0.912
RU 0.937 0.707 0.826

Table 3: The D values of each corpus at three segmentation levels.
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Corpus Language Character-level Subword-level Word-level

News-Commentary-v10

DE 1 7 1
EN 1 3 1
FR 1 4 1
RU 1 12 1

Common Crawl corpus

DE 1 9 1
EN 1 4 1
FR 1 5 1
RU 1 6 1

Table 4: The F95% values of each corpus at three segmentation levels.

Corpus Language Character-level Subword-level Word-level

News-Commentary-v10

DE 5.73e5 3.04e3 1.31e3
EN 4.64e5 3.18e3 1.89e3
FR 6.46e5 3.45e3 2.07e3
RU 4.39e5 2.63e3 1.11e3

Common Crawl corpus

DE 1.67e6 1.05e4 3.64e3
EN 1.53e6 1.27e4 5.94e3
FR 2.76e6 1.92e4 8.49e3
RU 6.67e5 4.14e3 2.12e3

Table 5: The DTD values of each corpus at three segmentation levels.

Figure 2: The token distribution of News-Commentary-
V10 at character-level. The X-axis represents token
order and the Y-axis represents token number.

4 Analysis250

4.1 Algorithm Analysis251

Algorithm ρ only calculates the ratio of the maxi-252

mum token size to the minimum, without consid-253

ering the size differences between all the tokens.254

Therefore, it may not correctly reflect the data im-255

balance degree. For example, suppose there are256

sets X=[1, 2], Y=[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2]. The ρ value257

of set X is equal to that of set Y, which means258

they have a same data imbalance degree, but we all 259

know that the data of set Y is more balanced. By 260

observing the N’ values in Table 1, it can be seen 261

that no matter which segmentation level is adopted, 262

there are always some tokens with size one in the 263

corpus. So the ρ values in Table 2 are only con- 264

trolled by the Max[Ci] values in Table 1. In other 265

words, the token imbalance degree is represented 266

only by the maximum token number, which is not 267

reasonable. Therefore, using algorithm ρ to evalu- 268

ate the token imbalance degree of NMT corpus is 269

not an advisable choice. 270

Algorithm D represents the sum of the frequency 271

offsets of all the tokens in corpus, which to some 272

extent reflects its token imbalance degree. As we 273

can see from Table 3, due to the D value is be- 274

tween 0 and 1, except that the D value of subword 275

is significantly smaller than that of character and 276

word, the results vary slightly between different 277

languages and segmentation levels, which is not 278

conducive to compare the token imbalance situa- 279

tion. By carefully observing the data in Table 3, it 280

can be found that the D values of most corpora at 281

character-level are slightly larger than that at word- 282

level, but the FR language of News-Commentary- 283

v10 is a counter example. In addition, the token 284

imbalance degrees of languages DE, EN and RU 285

have the following regularity: EN > DE > RU, 286
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while language FR does not. The above facts in-287

dicate that the regularity of algorithm D in terms288

of segmentation level and language is easily influ-289

enced by the corpus, which means it is not robust290

enough.291

Algorithm F95% only counts the token number292

in NMT corpus, which can hardly reflect the token293

imbalance degree. In Table 4, we can find that the294

F95% values of all corpora at character and word295

levels are 1, which makes it impossible to judge the296

token imbalance situation and to compare the de-297

gree between different languages and segmentation298

levels. The F95% values of corpora at subword-299

level are higher than that at character and word300

levels, indicating that subword-level segmentation301

can reduce the proportion of low-frequency tokens302

in corpus, but it does not mean that the token im-303

balance degree of subword is definitely higher or304

lower than that of character and word.305

Algorithm DTD represents the dispersion of to-306

ken number in NMT corpus, which accurately re-307

flects the token imbalance degree. Table 5 shows308

that the DTD values vary significantly between dif-309

ferent word segmentation levels and languages with310

strong regularity. For example, the DTD value of311

character is about two orders of magnitude higher312

than that of subword which is about one times313

larger than word. In addition, when using subwords314

and words, the token imbalance order of the four315

languages is FR > EN > DE > RU, and when using316

characters, the order is FR > DE > EN > RU. There-317

fore, compared with algorithm D, DTD algorithm318

shows stronger regularity and better robustness in319

terms of segmentation level and language.320

The data in Table 5 show that the DTD values321

of subword are larger than that of word, indicating322

that it leads to a higher token imbalance degree.323

The data in Table 3 show that the D values of sub-324

word are smaller than that of word, which indicates325

that it alleviates the token imbalance phenomenon.326

The conclusions of these two algorithms are con-327

tradictory. To figure out which algorithm is right,328

we conduct a further analysis. Suppose there is329

a corpus A, whose word distribution is 1 "desk",330

2 "taller", 2 "cheaper", 7 "tall", 7 "cheap" and 10331

"stronger". Since corpus A contains a large num-332

ber of "er", if we segment it at subword-level and333

set the vocabulary size to 5, the token distribution334

will be 1 "desk", 9 "tall", 9 "cheap", 10 "strong"335

and 14 "er". The DTD value of word is: DTD1336

= DTD[1,2,2,7,7,10] = 3.34, and that of subword337

is: DTD2 = DTD[1,9,9,10,14] = 4.22. The results 338

indicate that subword-level segmentation does in- 339

crease the DTD value compared with word. The D 340

value of word is: D1 = D[1,2,2,7,7,10] = 0.328, and 341

that of subword is: D2 = D[1,9,9,10,14] = 0.177. 342

The results show that subword-level segmentation 343

indeed reduce the D value compared with word. 344

The conclusion of corpus A is consistent with that 345

of algorithms DTD and D. Then, we sort its sub- 346

words and words in order of number from low to 347

high, and draw them in the plane coordinate sys- 348

tem, as shown in Figure 3. When the tokens of a 349

corpus have the same number, its token distribution 350

in plane coordinate system is a horizontal line. The 351

more slant the distribution line is, the higher the 352

token imbalance degree is. In Figure 3, it can be

Figure 3: The token distribution of corpus A at subword
and word levels. The X-axis represents token order and
the Y-axis represents token number.

353
easily seen that the overall trend of distribution line 354

of subword is more inclined than that of word, indi- 355

cating that subword-level segmentation can lead to 356

a more imbalanced tokens. Therefore, the conclu- 357

sion of algorithm D is wrong, which verifies that it 358

is not as accurate as algorithm DTD in measuring 359

the token imbalance degree of NMT corpus. 360

Through the above analysis of the four algo- 361

rithms, it can be seen that the DTD algorithm has 362

better accuracy and robustness and can reflect the 363

token imbalance degree more comprehensively and 364

effectively. 365

4.2 Word Segmentation Level Analysis 366

Studying the token imbalance degree of NMT cor- 367

pus at different segmentation levels is helpful to 368

the selection of appropriate segmentation method 369

for NMT model. For this purpose, we conduct the 370
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following analysis.371

In Table 5, it can be seen that the token imbal-372

ance degree of NMT corpus at different segmen-373

tation levels has the following pattern: character374

> subword > word, which indicates that the token375

imbalance degree of character is higher than that376

of subword which is higher than word. Some re-377

searchers (Gowda and May, 2020; Gu et al., 2020)378

believe that compared with word, the use of sub-379

words can improve the translation effect of low-380

frequency tokens, indicating that the token imbal-381

ance situation is alleviated, but we show that the382

opposite is true. However, it is hard to explain it383

only by observing the token distribution, so we try384

to figure it out based on the key data in Table 1.385

By observing the N and Max[Ci] values in Ta-386

ble 1, it can be seen that the vocabulary size of char-387

acter decreases significantly compared with sub-388

word, and the maximum token number increases389

greatly. In addition, by observing the N’ values in390

Table 1, it can be found that compared with sub-391

word, there are still some tokens with size one in392

character, and the number decreases. The token dis-393

tribution line of corpus is close to the exponential394

function, which Zipf (1949) had already found.395

Therefore, compared with subword, the overall396

trend of distribution line of character is steeper397

(The transverse span of exponential function be-398

comes smaller, the maximum value gets bigger,399

and the minimum value remains unchanged), thus400

its token imbalance degree is higher.401

The experimental results of corpus A have shown402

that subword-level segmentation can increase the403

inclination of token distribution line compared with404

word. We verify it again by analyzing the data in Ta-405

ble 1. Compared with word, the vocabulary size N406

of subword is significantly reduced, the maximum407

token number Max[Ci] is almost unchanged (The408

FR language of News-Commentary-v10 changes409

the most, only increasing by 0.156%.), and there410

are still some tokens with size one (The proportion411

K and number N’ are both significantly reduced.).412

Therefore, the overall trend of its token distribu-413

tion line is steeper (The transverse span of expo-414

nential function becomes smaller, the maximum415

value is almost unchanged, and the minimum value416

remains unchanged.), which means a more imbal-417

anced token. If token "desk" is not contained in418

corpus A, the DTD value of word is: DTD1’ =419

DTD[2,2,7,7,10] = 3.14, and that of subword is:420

DTD2’ = DTD[9,9,10,14] = 2.06. The results show421

that subword-level segmentation can reduce the to- 422

ken imbalance degree in special cases where there 423

is no token with size one. Therefore, it is the low 424

frequency tokens that cannot be decomposed that 425

increase the token imbalance degree of subword. 426

Compared with word-level segmentation, sub- 427

word increases the token imbalance degree of NMT 428

corpus, which will reduce the translation effect of 429

some low-frequency tokens. For example, for cor- 430

pus A, although using subwords improves the trans- 431

lation effect of "taller" and "cheaper", but it causes 432

the token "desk" to be more under-training and have 433

worse translation effect. However, subword-level 434

segmentation also has its advantages. As shown 435

by the K values in Table 1, with word-level seg- 436

mentation, there are about 40%-60% tokens with 437

size one, which means that there are a large pro- 438

portion of low-frequency tokens in NMT corpus. 439

Subword-level can greatly reduce this proportion 440

to about 0.8% to 2.4%. Through the use of sub- 441

word units, the vocabulary size and the proportion 442

of low-frequency tokens are both effectively re- 443

duced. Even though the translation effect of some 444

low-frequency tokens will be affected, the overall 445

performance of NMT model will be improved. 446

4.3 Corpus and Language Analysis 447

Studying the token imbalance degree between dif- 448

ferent corpora and languages is conducive to select 449

a higher quality corpus and improve the multilin- 450

gual translation performance, which is the signifi- 451

cance of this subsection. By observing the data in 452

Table 5, we can find that for the same language, the 453

DTD value of Common Crawl corpus is larger than 454

that of News-Commentary-v10, indicating that the 455

News-Commentary-v10 corpus has a smaller to- 456

ken imbalance degree. This conclusion is consis- 457

tent with our expectations, because the content of 458

News-Commentary-v10 only involves the field of 459

news commentary, which makes it doesn’t have 460

too many token classes. In addition, news com- 461

mentary has strict requirements for language accu- 462

racy, so the corresponding corpus is of high quality. 463

By contrast, the content of Common Crawl cor- 464

pus is directly crawled from the web, and involves 465

many fields, which leads to a large number of to- 466

ken classes. And its quality cannot be strictly con- 467

trolled, resulting in a lot of impurities in the corpus, 468

which affects its token imbalance degree. From the 469

perspective of language, when using subword-level 470

and word-level segmentation, the order of token 471
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imbalance degree is FR > EN > DE > RU. When472

character-level segmentation is used, the order be-473

comes FR > DE > EN > RU. We think these pat-474

terns are related to the unique Zipfian (Zipf, 1949)475

nature of each language. Due to the limited space,476

we don’t carry out further research which will be477

our future work.478

5 Conclusion479

There are many researches aimed at solving the480

adverse effects of token imbalance, but few have481

evaluated its degree in NMT corpus, and there are482

some shortages in these existing studies. Aimed483

at these shortages, this paper proposes the DTD484

algorithm and uses it to analyze different corpora485

from character, subword and word segmentation486

levels. Experimental results show that the proposed487

algorithm has better accuracy, effectiveness and ro-488

bustness than previous studies. By comparing the489

DTD value of NMT corpus at different segmenta-490

tion levels, this paper finds that character has the491

highest token imbalance degree, word has the low-492

est and subword is in between, and the view of493

using subwords can alleviate the token imbalance494

degree compared with word is proved wrong in495

this paper. In addition, by comparing the results496

of different languages, this paper also finds that497

languages DE, EN, FR and RU have regularity in498

token imbalance degree, which could be related to499

the characteristics of each language.500

In future work, we will apply the algorithm pro-501

posed in this paper to more corpora and languages502

to obtain more valuable findings. In addition, we503

will also focus on studying and solving the adverse504

effects of the token imbalance problem in NMT505

corpus.506
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Figure 4: The token distribution of News-Commentary-V10 and Common Crawl corpus at there segmentation
levels. The X-axis represents token order and the Y-axis represents token number.
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